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One of the most puzzling features of the Standard Model (SM) consists in the different treatment of left and right chiralities of fermions, as shown by the violation of parity by weak interactions. In order to restore this symmetry at high energies, Left-Right Models (LRM) have been introduced in the 70's [1] and they assume a symmetry between left-and right-handed fermions broken spontaneously, implying that left-and right-handed currents behave differently at low energies.
Historically, LRM have been considered with doublets in order to break the left-right symmetry spontaneously [1] . Later the focus was on triplet models, due to their ability to generate both Dirac and Majorana masses for neutrinos. The triplet models have the advantage of potentially introducing a see-saw mechanism, though it is difficult to reconcile the very light masses of neutrinos with a TeV scale LRM without fine tuning [2] . Moreover, combined constraints coming from meson oscillations, among other observables, tend to push the mass scale of the new scalar particles to a few TeV [3] or beyond [4] . The new vector particles must not be far away from this scale, otherwise the couplings present in the Higgs potential would become non-perturbative. Much effort has been done to avoid these constraints, but stringent lower bounds persist [5] .
Our aim is to reconsider the breaking of the left-right gauge group, via doublet rather than triplet fields, and see the constraints set on the scale and pattern of symmetry breaking. We also want to determine whether experimental data can be accommodated only through this spontaneous breakdown or if it requires also an explicit breaking of parity through different couplings in the left and right sectors.
Doublet LRM
The gauge group of LRM is SU(3) c × SU(2) L × SU(2) R × U(1) B−L , where B is the baryon number and L is the lepton number. We call g B−L the gauge coupling of U(1) B−L , and g L and g R the ones of SU(2) L and SU(2) R , respectively -the case g L = g R explicitly violates parity. The LR symmetry is spontaneously broken into the EW symmetry,
2 . This breaking can be triggered by a scalar in any representation whose Vacuum Expectation Value (VEV) does not preserve the LR symmetry, but preserves the EW symmetry. One considers here a doublet representation χ R = χ ± R , χ 0 R , with quantum numbers under the gauge group (0, 0, 1/2, 1), whose VEV is χ R = 0,
Since LRM is assumed to be valid at energies much higher than the scale κ of the EW Symmetry Breaking (EWSB), it follows that κ R κ. The Higgs mechanism then leads to new heavy gauge bosons, called W ± and Z 0 , whose masses are of order κ R , coupled predominantly to right-handed fermions.
To discuss the physics occurring at the EWSB, one introduces a bidoublet φ = ϕ 0 1 ϕ
, is not invariant under the SM gauge group and breaks it spontaneously into SU(3) c ×U(1) EM . Even though a second doublet χ L , with quantum numbers (0, 1/2, 0, 1), is not necessary from the point-of-view of EWSB, it is introduced in order to preserve the structural symmetry between left and right sectors before symmetry breaking. Its VEV is
κ L , with κ L of the order of the EWSB scale at most, and thus it also triggers the EWSB. Since χ L is a doublet, its VEV does not contribute to the ρ parameter at tree-level, and must be constrained by other observables, in particular EW Precision Observables (EWPO). The scale of EWSB is set by κ 2 ≡ κ 2 1 + κ 2 2 + κ 2 L and the SM Higgs is given by a combination of the real degrees of freedom of φ and χ L . The gauge bosons W ± and Z 0 acquire masses of order κ by the Higgs mechanism, and they couple predominantly to left-handed fermions. For simplicity, we take κ 1,2 and κ L,R to be real and positive. We also consider that there is no complex phase in the Higgs potential, so that no new CP-violation terms are generated by the extended Higgs sector.
In the LRM, right-handed (left-handed) fermions come into doublets (singlets) of SU(2) R and singlets (doublets) of SU(2) L , denoted Q R (Q L ). The mechanism responsible for giving them a mass is the Yukawa coupling Q L Y φ +Ỹ σ 2 φ * σ 2 Q R + h.c., where generation indices are not shown. As in the SM, one introduces the mixing matrices V L,R , where V L is the equivalent of the SM-CKM matrix and V R is a new mixing matrix for right-handed quarks. Discrete symmetries can be imposed to relate L and R sectors, implying relations between V L and V R [6] . The more general case where V L,R are independent corresponds to an explicit violation of parity.
The spectrum of physical scalars of the Doublet LRM is composed of one light neutral Higgs h 0 , five heavy neutral Higgses H 0 1,2,3 (CP-even) and A 0 1,2 (CP-odd), and four heavy charged Higgses H Some differences/advantages of the doublet model compared to the triplet case are the following: (1) A VEV, whose size (of the order of the EWSB or less) is less constrained than in the triplet model, modifies the structure of FCNC couplings between Higgses and quarks; (2) This impacts the analysis of neutral-meson mixing (mainly corrected by neutral Higgs scalars in this class of models); (3) There are no doubly-charged Higgses in the theory; (4) There is no particular mechanism of mass generation for neutrinos, leaving the smallness of their masses unexplained.
The observables constraining the model will be the following: (a) EWPO (constraining VEVs and gauge couplings); (b) meson mixing and (semi-)leptonic decays (for V L , V R , Higgs masses, etc.); (c) and finally other observables as b → sγ and the relation among the masses of up-and down-type quarks. The firs two categories will be discussed in the following sections.
EWPO
Among the observables one can use to constrain models of New Physics (NP), EWPO are of particular importance due to the accuracy reached by SM computations and experiments [7] . The SM global fit of these observables shows good agreement between them, but some tension is present specially between the Forward-Backward asymmetry A FB (b) and the Left-Right asymmetry A LR (e). The observables we consider here are (a) Z-lineshape and asymmetries: A LR ( f ), for f = e, µ, τ, c, b, A FB ( f ), for f = e, µ, τ, c, b, the hadronic cross section at the Z-pole (σ 0 had ), ratios of partial widths (R , for = e, µ, τ, and R q , for q = c, b) and the total width (Γ Z ); (b) Mass (M W ) and total width (Γ W ) of the W; (c) Atomic parity violation of cesium and thallium.
In the SM, one usually parameterizes EWPO in terms of S ≡ {m h , m t , α s (M Z ), ∆α, M Z }: where
125.7 GeV . The values of the coefficients c i for some observables (Γ Z , σ 0 had , R b,c ), including 2-loop fermionic EW corrections, are given by [8] . Using the numerical program Zfitter [9] , one can determine the values of the coefficients c i of the other observables with a level of accuracy somewhat lower. The fundamental parameters R ≡ {ε 2 ≡
} are also present in the LRM, where s W is the sine of the weak angle. The EWPO are given by X LR = X + δ X , where δ X is the Leading-Order (LO) correction to the SM and
A similar treatment of EWPO can be found in [10] .
In order to combine the different EWPO and constrain the parameters S ∪ R, we use the CKMfitter [11] frequentist framework (with Range fit treatment of systematic uncertainties). The correlated constraint among the scale of LRM, ε, and the size of c R is seen in Figure 1 . We do not use bounds on masses coming from direct searches for the W boson, as the latter are tied to specific assumptions on the structure of the LRM couplings [12] and the analysis should be adapted to the more general framework considered here.
The constraints are not powerful enough to constrain c R , r and w independently at 1σ . The global fit of LRM is similar to the SM one: χ 2 min | SM = 22.24 and χ 2 min | LRM = 22.19. The agreement is improved for some observables (e.g. σ 0 had ) at the expense of others (e.g. Γ Z ), [19] . Though not constrained at 1σ , w has an impact on the fit, as seen in Table 1 . The fit prefers w > 0, though χ 2 min does not change by large amounts. Moreover, when w = 0, g B−L reaches its perturbativity limit, g 2 B−L = 4π. The fact that w is pushed towards non-vanishing values is an interesting feature of EWPO, but it remains to be seen if the other sectors of the theory agree with this tendency.
Neutral-meson mixing
In order to further test the LRM, in particular the scale of the masses of the Higgses and the general structure of the V R mixing matrix, we consider meson oscillation observables. The SM calculation of these observables consists of W ± W ± , W ± G ± and G ± G ± box diagrams (G ± is the Goldstone associated to W ± ), and it is corrected at order ε 2 by (a) new boxes W ± W ± and G ± W ± ;
(b) W gauge boson/charged scalar boxes, W ± H Table 3 : Preliminary results for the short-distance QCD corrections at LO to the LRM, using the Vysotskii's procedure described briefly in the text. Flavor thresholds are taken into account. The η's are dependent on the hadronisation scale: µ had = 2 GeV is taken for the K system and µ had = 4 GeV for the B systems.
A 0 1,2 at tree-level; and (d) self-energy and vertex corrections to the FCNC, necessary for gauge invariance of the W ± W ± box [14] . Usually, the tree-level Higgs exchanges dominate over the other new contributions. In the triplet case (which is similar to the limit κ L = 0), only the pair H 0 1 , A 0 1 contributes. In the doublet case, the presence of contributions from other Higgses, H 0 2 and A 0 2 , and different FCNC couplings when κ L = 0, as suggested by the analysis of EWPO, means that the constraint from neutral meson mixing is less stringent, in particular on the mass of FCNC Higgses.
The general structure of the neutral meson mixing observables is ∆m
O i , where i runs over the number of operators, and q 1 , q 2 are the flavors of the up-type quarks in the box, also related to the FCCC mixing matrices arising in C i . The Wilson coefficients C i can be computed perturbatively by matching the low energy EFT (effective Hamiltonian) and the underlying theory (SM here), whereas the matrix element O i can be determined from lattice QCD; η, collecting the short-distance QCD corrections are precisely known (up to NNLO) in the SM through the use of EFT. There is also a simplified method for computing the η's, described by Vysotskii [16] . Consider the LO diagrams (for instance, the WW box) with the addition of a gluon (corresponding to a two-loop integral on a gluon momentum and a quark momentum). Vysotskii's simplified method aims at extracting the main contributions to the short-distance coefficients by determining, at a first stage, the range of momenta of the gluon contributing to the leading-order QCD corrections. One then improves the result with the help of Renormalization Group Equations (RGE), resumming the gluon corrections thanks to the running of four-fermion operators. Finally, the quark momentum of the 2-loop integral is determined from the range of energies dominating the Inami-Lim functions (LO computation). The values of the short-distance QCD corrections in the SM for the K system using this method are given in Table 2 , and they reproduce the values calculated from a systematic use of EFT [13] .
For the LR operators, only calculations of the η for top-top box below O(m t ) are known [15] . To derive constraints from meson mixing, we compute the remaining η's applying the procedure described by Vysotskii, extending what was done by [17] . We give our preliminary results in Table 3 . The same approach was also employed by [18] . More details of our calculations at LO, a possible NLO extension and the corresponding constraints on the parameters of the Doublet LRM from meson mixing will be given in ref. [19] .
Outlook
We reanalyze a version of LRM where the spontaneous breakdown of the LR gauge group is triggered by doublet rather than triplet representations. This changes the structure of the model and introduces a new degree of freedom, the VEV κ L of a SU(2) L doublet field. Our first concern was to set constraints in this model using EWPO. Our analysis shows that these observables impose a correlation between the scale of the left-right symmetry breaking, which occurs at the scale of several TeV scale, and the size of the couplings.
We are presently analyzing meson mixing observables in order to constrain the remaining parameters of the model. These observables are of great impact because LRM introduces FCNC through new heavy scalars. The structure of the corrections from LRM is different, in the doublet and triplet cases, and they require a good knowledge of short-distance QCD corrections, which can be large, as seen in Table 3 . We aim at investigating the consequences of this new scalar sector, especially for FCNC, which are sensitive to κ L . A joint fit of EWPO and meson mixing observables, together with leptonic and semileptonic decays, is in progress [19] .
